This paper describes an automatic discourse relation alignment experiment as an empirical justification of the planned annotation projection approach to enlarge the 3600-word multilingual corpus of TED Multilingual Discourse Bank (TED-MDB). The experiment is carried out on a single language pair (English-Turkish) included in TED-MDB. The paper first describes the creation of a large corpus of English-Turkish bi-sentences, then it presents a sense-based experiment that automatically aligns the relations in the English sentences of TED-MDB with the Turkish sentences. The results are very close to the results obtained from an earlier semi-automatic post-annotation alignment experiment validated by human annotators and are encouraging for future annotation projection tasks.
Introduction
There has been a recent interest in creating discourse-level annotations in multilingual corpora. Some efforts include Popescu-Belis et al. (2012) , Stede et al. (2016) , Samy et al. (2008) , and Zufferey et al. (2017) , annotating multilingual corpora for discourse-level phenomena such as coreference and discourse relations (DRs). Given the need for quickly building multilingual corpora where human effort is reduced, this paper aims to describe the initial steps to enlarge TED-Multilingual Discourse Bank (TED-MDB) (Zeyrek et al., 2019) , ultimately using an annotation projection approach.
The notion of DR refers to semantic linkages that hold between text spans with labels as comparison, contingency, elaboration. DRs may exist both within and across sentences (examples 1 and 2): (1) Since my neighbours are away, their lights are off.
(2) The high school student writes wonderful essays. In addition, she is very good in math. In (1) and (2), since and in addition make the discourse relations salient; the relations instantiated by these expressions are called explicit relations. In many cases, however, a relation may lack an overt explicit connective. These have been known as implicit relations.
TED-MDB annotates TED talks for discourse relations in the original language, English as well as the transcripts of 5 languages (German, Polish, Portuguese, Turkish and Russian) by following the principles of the PDTB. Thus, five DR types (Explicit, Implicit, AltLex, EntRel, NoRel) are annotated together with their binary arguments and senses, where appropriate. For sense assignment, the PDTB-3 sense hierarchy is used (Webber, et al., 2016) . TED-MDB ultimately aims to provide a clearly described level of discourse structure and semantics in multiple languages and engender discourse parsing studies in multiple languages. But the resource is still small. In order to reduce human effort and to quickly enlarge this corpus, annotation projection appears to be a viable option.
Discourse relation annotation projection has been a recent practice. For example, using a parallel English-German corpus, Versley (2010) attempted to disambiguate German connectives via projection. Laali et al. (2017) projected DR annotations from English texts onto French texts on English-French parallel texts from Europarl. TED-MDB annotations have been created by native speaker annotators independently of the annotators of other languages. Despite this procedure, a post-annotation semi-automatic alignment experiment validated by humans showed a good alignment performance. To move towards annotation projection and provide an empirical justification for this endeavour, the present study has two distinct but related aims: (a) to create a large parallel corpus of English-Turkish TED talk bi-sentences that would serve as the basis for extending TED-MDB, and (b) as a proof-of-concept experiment, to automatically align all 6 English texts of TED-MDB with the equivalent Turkish transcripts to understand the extent to which a fully automatic alignment reaches the results of the previous human-validated experiment. We hypothesize that the closer the results are to each other, the higher the chance of a successful DR projection would be.
A Parallel corpus of English-Turkish TED talk transcripts
To create the parallel corpus, first, English TED talk transcripts and their Turkish versions uploaded to the TED Talks website 1 until 25th of March, 2019 were downloaded using a web crawler implemented in Python. This resulted in a total of 2977 texts in English and their translated versions in Turkish. In the pre-processing stage, along with other steps taken such as the correction of the wrong HTML codes, eliminating unnecessary spaces and apostrophe marks, texts which contain song lyrics or texts which present musical performances were removed since such texts also included musical notes and created noise. One English file which has missing transcripts in Turkish was also discarded. The corpus has a total of 2852 files in each language in the end ( Table 1 : Data statistics of English-Turkish parallel TED talks In the second step, each text file was tokenized into words and punctuation marks and English-Turkish bi-sentences were drawn. The tokenizer and the sentence aligner in the Uplug tool 2 were used (Tiedemann, 2003) . Manual corrections were done on misaligned bi-sentences, which were mostly due to missing punctuation marks on either language or different translations in Turkish, amounting to misalignments in almost two thirds of the documents in the Turkish part. Such errors were corrected manually, a process that took approximately 4 weeks of intense work. In this way, a parallel corpus containing 325.398 bi-sentence units were obtained.
Proof-of-experiment and evaluation
To align the documents at the DR level, we first transferred the annotations onto the base text files of both languages and performed word-and punctuation-tokenization as well as sentence alignment on these documents and did manual corrections.
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The first step of the experiment involves assigning a sense/type score to the bi-sentences. We used a ranking algorithm that depends on the DR type, sense and argument spans -this we call the sense/type score. To score the DRs in each bi-sentence, we first pair them with respect to all 5 DR types and all three sense levels (class, type and subtype levels) of the PDTB-3 sense hierarchy. We assign a sense/type score of 1 or 0 (match or mismatch) to each bi-sentence on four criteria (Table 2) . At the second phase, we add Bleu scores to the sense/type scores through the following steps: if Level1 senses of the DR pairs match, we translate the English arguments into Turkish and calculate the Bleu score for each translated argument and the original Turkish argument (arg1EnT 4 -arg1Tr, arg1EnT-arg2Tr, arg2EnT -arg1Tr, arg2EnT-arg2Tr).
5 The process is repeated by translating the Turkish arguments into English and assigning them Bleu scores. Maximum Bleu scores of each process are selected, summed and added to the sense/type scores. All translations are done using Google Translate API. In example 3, three DRs are instantiated by the discourse connectives ama 'but ',gibi 'as', ve 'and' . The connectives and their sense tags on the English side are paired with their Turkish counterparts constituting 9 doublets as shown in (4). We assign each member of the doublet a sense/type score and a Bleu score. In Table 2 , while Ama matches But in all four criteria and receives 1s, it matches as in two criteria: Level1 sense and the DR type. The DR pair that has the maximum score is selected as an aligned pair. In this case, But-Ama, askadar, and and-ve Finally, we calculate precision, recall and F1 score by taking the English annotations as gold. We obtained an average F1 score of 0.80 distributed over the bi-sentences of 6 documents. This is lower than the F1 score of 0.84 in Zeyrek et al. (2019) , but can still be considered promising. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we first constructed a large parallel corpus of English-Turkish TED talk transcripts. Secondly, we performed a sense-based automatic DR alignment experiment where we aligned the DRs created for the English part of TED-MDB with the Turkish part. We obtained an F1 score close to the F1 score of an earlier semi-automatic post-alignment experiment validated by humans. Based on this score and the fact that English explicits and AltLexes are mostly rendered similarly in Turkish, we plan to automatically annotate new English transcripts using a shallow discourse parser and project explicit and AltLex annotations onto the Turkish part. In the future, the approach will be tested for more language pairs.
